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SUGAR TREND
SOFTWARE PACKAGE

LEGAL DISCLAIMER 
The measurements are for self-evaluation only and are not intended to substitute any clinic or medical diagnostics or measurements. 

All values are ambulatory values, accurate within acceptable wellness tolerances.
 Please consult your doctor or therapist in cases of inconsistency in the measured values, or if the measurements indicate abnormal results.

DO NOT USE IF YOU ARE PREGNANT, WEAR A PACEMAKER OR ANY OTHER FORM OF ELECTRICAL IMPLANT OR DEVICE, OR IF YOU HAVE A MEDICAL CONDITION OF ANY KIND.



Our SUGAR TREND technology is a new and innovative product range powered by WOR(l)D.
Now with HELO EXTENSE and its dedicated software, you can monitor your blood sugar trend, non-invasively.

A NEW FRONTIER

Sugar trend monitoring is a useful practice for those who want to monitor their sugar levels over time.
The traditional measurement methods involve the use of invasive and expensive technologies that are often 
complicated (and sometimes painful) to perform.

WOR(l)D o�ers a new technology for sugar trend monitoring with four great strengths:

The Sugar Trend uses our unique and innovative device technology together with HELO 
EXTENSE software which allows you to measure your sugar trend levels in your blood.

EASY - LIKE NEVER BEFORE

HELO EXTENSE delivers a quick, non-invasive sugar trend measurement using 
photoplethysmogram (PPG) data from your blood microcirculatory system.

* Measurements require a Smartphone paired with the HELO EXTENSE device and SUGAR TREND software.
Requires the separate purchase of the specific SUGAR TREND software for HELO LX/ LX+, and the HELO EXTENSE device.

SOFTWARE AND TECHNOLOGY

Today, HELO EXTENSE devices using SUGAR TREND software 
can non-invasively measure and immediately present blood 
sugar levels on a smartphone. 

Don’t add pain to your life. Just turn on your EXTENSE, pair it
with your mobile phone, download one of the compatible apps
that you can find on the HELOAPPSTORE.COM and that’s it.

Taking a measurement is fast, painless and simple - wherever
you are. Just insert your finger into the HELO EXTENSE, wait a
few moments and read your SUGAR TREND level on your
smartphone.

Easy. Fast. Secure.
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